• pump-probe experiments in high-temperature superconductors
More experiments... in general: very different time-scales measured in pump-probe experiments in HTc depending on doping, sample quality, frequency, intensity, temperature some recent experiments:
• Diffusion of nonequilibrium quasi-particles in a cuprate superconductor, (Gedik et al. Science 2003): writing a interference pattern on crystal to obtain diffusion time-dependence of σ(4meV < ω < 11meV )
• Nonequilibrium quasiparticle relaxation in the vortex state of La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 , (Bianchi et al. PRL 2005) • Abrupt transition in quasiparticle dynamics at optimal doping in a cuprate superconductor system (Gedik, et al. PRL 2005) : different sign and different density dependence for under-and overdoped samples! underdoping vs. overdoping (Gedik, et al. PRL 2005) need other hot QP to free trapped excitations for underdoped system? 
Energy needed to create pair:
How else can Quasiparticles Relax?
Also bottleneck for phonons and spin waves. What about other QP scattering processes? 
small transferred momentum ⇒ diffusion in momentum space hot QP reaches quasi-equilibrium with nodal QPs:
Calculate evolution of antinodal distribution g k (t).
Hot QPs 'thermalise' in radial direction → transformation:
Quasi-equilibrium in radial direction ⇒ C k only weakly dependent on |k|.
Project out C 0 θ and do gradient expansion since q ≪ k th .
where 
Hot QP reaches node after time:
⇒ assumption of radial equilibrium justified.
so outside pair-breaking bottleneck
But
• detailed balance satisfied (both pair-breaking and recombination)
• QPs are created near nodes ⇒ number of antinodal QPs conserved
with equal contributions from pair-breaking and QP-QP scattering.
Comparison with Experiment
Latest data (Gedik et al. 2004) (for T ≫ ∆ 3 0 /E 2 F ≃ 3 K)
Only comparable at T ≃ 4 K ⇒ need to measure at lower T to see diffusive process
